G2-1: PLAIN ROUND WIDE-MOUTHEd BOWL FORMS WITH A BEAD RIM

Sometimes these have a cordon under the bead rim (Cam).

1. Colchester, Sheepen, Cam.249B: one, pit G2, period VI. Cam.48: one, romanised (III-IV)  
   AD61-65 ●  
   AD43-65 ●
2. Canterbury, Theatre, DII layer 2 no.3.  Claud-Nero ○

Notes
These are connected with TN bowl forms, that are post-conquest in Britain, with strong military connections in their distribution (Rigby 1978, 200): these native versions are thin and elegant, post-43. Cam.48 was found in "TR4\ brown, grey, and black versions, total 35, with parallels given at Nijmegen and Richborough (no. 18, Bushe-Fox 1926, pi.XXI, 'sandy', Claudian. This is closer to G2-2 and is not finely finished, as these are). There is a greensand example from Detling (see gazetteer entry). Cf. also the unique vessel with medallions from Kelvedon, in a copy of TN (W. Rodwell 1973):
G2-1: plain round wide-mouthed bowl forms with bead rim.